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Public consultation
Draft guidance of the European Central Bank on leveraged transactions.

Template for comments
Name of Institution/Company

German Banking Industry Committee

Country

Germany

Comments
Guide

Issue

general goal, scope
and impact of the
guidance

Guidance (Include
number)

Comment

Concise statement of why your comment should be taken on board
As a result of the very broad definition, the guidance would affect a lot
more exposures – including, in particular, loans to SMEs – than
supervisors possibly intend. A higher threshold of €25 million (see below)
would avoid this problem.

all / page 3

amendment

At the same time, a higher threshold would indirectly limit the impact of
the ECB’s guidelines (via national competent authorities) on less
significant institutions.
To avoid negative effects on funding conditions for the operating
activities of companies, the definition should also take explicit account of
how borrowers intend to use the funds (i.e. for buyouts, acquisitions or
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capital distributions, for example).
In the interests of proportionality, banks with little exposure to leveraged
transactions should be exempted from the guidance. The proportionality
concept should also be formulated in such a way as to permit each
individual bank to decide for itself whether or not it needs to put special
policies in place to implement individual aspects of the guidance.
Furthermore, the draft guidelines need to clearly distinguish between
LBO (leveraged buyout) and non-LBO borrowers. For these customers,
a borrower/group perspective needs to be developed (i.e. with regard to
business plans, enterprise valuation, term sheets, etc. since these have
different standard features in the credit approval process compared to
LBOs).

general goal, scope
and impact of the
guidance

risk factors

definition / terminology

all / page 3

all

all

amendment

It should be borne in mind as a general point that the more stringent
requirements which the guidance proposes for banks’ risk management
policies will place banks at a competitive disadvantage compared to nonbanks (such as debt funds). This will undermine the level playing field
and, in particular, possibly shift risks to the non-banking sector. It is
essential to take account of this when formulating procedural and IT
requirements.

clarification

In the interests of consistency, the guidance should explicitly name and
prioritise the risk factors relevant to leveraged transactions for which
ECB supervisors believe significant institutions should have additional
policies in place and draw a clear distinction between these and existing
requirements concerning credit risk (e.g. large exposures,
concentrations of risk).

clarification

There is considerable overlap between the proposed guidance and
existing regulatory initiatives and measures (such as FINREP, EBA
standards on forbearance, ECB guidance on non-performing loans,
AnaCredit, large exposures, shadow banks). The guidance does not
make clear where the proposed requirements for leveraged transactions
correspond to existing or planned regulatory initiatives and measures
and are consequently already covered. Furthermore, to avoid
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implementation of the requirements generating a duplication of work, the
guidance should make consistent use of existing CRR/CRD definitions
(and definitions in the relevant delegated regulations such as for the
LCR) and should make clear where the ECB’s expectations go beyond
the requirements already in place. In Germany, the requirements
concerning concentration of risk are already met by BaFin’s Minimum
Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk), which also cover
leveraged transactions.

minimum standards

Loan, Credit Exposure,
Gross Direct
Commitment

all

page 3, chap. 3

clarification

We understand the ECB’s wish to set minimum standards for leveraged
transactions. It should nevertheless be borne in mind that efficiently
functioning credit approval processes already exist for the exposures
covered by the expanded definition. These should generally remain in
place and merely be supplemented.

clarification

In line with leveraged lending guidelines in other major jurisdictions, it
should be clarified that the guidance does not apply where an institution
only invests in securities (e.g. CLOs). It would be helpful overall to
include a list of definitions at the beginning of the guidance.

definition leveraged
transactions

all

clarification

The objective should be to achieve the greatest possible consistency
between the ECB guidance and corresponding guidelines in other major
markets, such as the US. This goes especially for the definition of a
leveraged transaction. It should also be borne in mind that corporate
finance in other markets, particularly the Anglo-Saxon economies, make
much more use of the capital markets while in continental Europe bank
loans play a dominant role. It is essential to ensure that the ECB
guidance does not give rise to a competitive disadvantage compared to
US or UK banks. In its present form, the guidance significantly broadens
the definition of leveraged lending currently applied by banks and, by
covering a substantial portion of the normal corporate portfolio, goes
beyond even the definition used by US regulators. This would do nothing
to maintain a level playing field.

defitinion leveraged
finance

page 3, chap. 3

amendment

We believe it goes too far to define a transaction as leveraged on the
basis of the degree of leverage alone without the need to also fulfil a
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further criterion, such as the background of the investor or the purpose
of the loan. Entire industries which generally have a high degree of
leverage, such as energy suppliers, would be placed at a disadvantage
by the current proposal. Transactions should only be considered
leveraged if they meet conditions (i) and (ii).

Leveraged Buyout

chap. 3

amendment

We urge that the guidelines distinguish between exposures which are
generally classified as leveraged transactions because of the use of the
proceeds in an acquisition context (buyouts, acquisitions, capital
distribution) as LBOs in a narrower sense and non-LBOs (corporate
loans, C2C transactions, etc.). The latter would be deemed leveraged
under the draft guidelines merely on the basis of the debt to EBITDA
ratio. Such a distinction is essential to ensure meaningful and
differentiated credit approval processes which can accommodate a
variety of credit agreement structures.
The borrower’s post-financing leverage of more than 4.0 times should be
based on a ratio of net financial debt to EBITDA rather than total debt to
EBITDA (i.e. after netting out cash on the balance sheet). This is a
standard market calculation and should also be used in calculations to
determine the borrower’s ability to “repay a significant share of its debt
within a reasonable time frame” (page 7 of proposed guidance).

total debt

page 3: chap. 3
and fn. 5 and 6

amendment

We also note some lack of clarity in the calculation of total debt.
According to footnote 6, “total debt” means IFRS current and non-current
liabilities. In our view, undrawn loans, term loans, bridge loans and RCFs
should not be included in the total debt calculation for the purpose of
determining leverage. Footnote 5, however, states that, for the purposes
of the guidance, “exposure refers to all gross direct
commitments...including undrawn facilities…” Including these gross
direct (unfunded) commitments to a borrower is inconsistent with IFRS
and GAAP definitions of current and non-current financial liabilities.
Please clarify that undrawn facilities should not be included in the initial
calculation of total debt in accordance with footnote 6 (whereas they can
be included in reporting). Supervised institutions should also be
permitted to exclude debt items from the debt definition if they are a
product of local laws and regulations and are of a quasi-equity nature
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(e.g. shareholder loans and shareholders’ profit accounts under German
law if contractually subordinated (by means of a so-called
“Rangrücktrittserklärung”)).
Further, the guidance should mention which year-end accounts have to
be used for determining the ratio. In most cases, the head of a group of
connected clients is identical to the head of the group, so the group
accounts can be used for the individual borrowers which belong to a
group.
There are significant exceptions, however:


enterprises which belong to a trust that does not have to publish
group accounts



enterprises which belong to the public sector

Groups of this type are often highly solvent and liquid, yet the single
entity financial statements will show a ratio which would automatically
lead to a classification as leveraged. It is essential that institutions have
the right to exclude such exposures from the scope of the guidance.
Some groups have both non-financial and financial subsidiaries, e.g. car
makers with a financial arm. Owing to the presence of the financial
subsidiary in the group, the group accounts will report a level of leverage
which does not reflect the leverage of the real-economy subsidiaries.
Institutions should also be able to exclude exposures of this kind from
the scope of the guidance.

EBITDA

page 3: chap. 3
and fn. 7 and 8

amendment

EBITDA adjustments based on third-party due diligence, appropriate
documentation or credible justification should be included in the
definition of EBITDA (footnote 7). The current definition is based solely
on unadjusted and backward-looking EBITDA. By contrast, the US
leveraged lending guidelines recognise adjustments to EBITDA and
cash flow. In particular, they note that “cash flow” is generally projected
as estimates based on performance deemed most likely to occur and
recommend that the base case should be somewhere between a
conservative and an aggressive case. They also acknowledge that cash
flow analysis may rely, amongst other things, on merger and acquisition
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synergies. In 2015, the US regulators went further in a Q&A session and
confirmed that EBITDA could be adjusted as long as reasonable support
was provided for such adjustments, but observed that regulators would
criticise situations where EBITDA allowed enhancements without
reasonable support and noted that some EBITDA calculations had
included adjustments which were difficult to support, such as unrealised
savings from mergers and acquisitions. We further note that such
EBITDA adjustments are allowed under the approved rating models of
many banks.
For LBOs in the narrower sense, EBITDA as proposed by the Fed
(Shared National Credits Program 2014, Leveraged Loan Supplement,
Nov. 2014, page 6) should be applied, only omitting effects from
unrealised cost savings and synergies from M&A activities in EBITDA
forecasts.
For non-LBOs (corporate borrowers), the use of unadjusted EBITDA is
not considered prudent in credit risk management. The use of adjusted
EBITDA ensures a preferable and more comparable approach since all
adjustments are classified as either one-off or extraordinary items.
In the corporate portfolio, it is only feasible to determine EBITDA on the
basis of the borrower’s annual financial statements. Furthermore, current
credit approval processes and data availability only allow a borrower’s
leverage to be determined on the basis of consolidated group figures
and using historically adjusted (realised) EBITDA. We would like to point
out that EBITDA as such may also vary across jurisdictions, especially
under different accounting rules, so it is only sensible to use adjusted
EBITDA.
Certain adjustments to EBITDA, such as transaction costs, should be
considered distribution, etc. and recognised accordingly.
Owing to the extremely broad definition of leveraged transaction, it is not
clear what aspect risk management and risk reporting should focus on if
an exposure exceeds a total debt to EBITDA ratio of 4.0 times
(e.g. credit risk, concentration risk, liquidity risk, migration risk,
reputational risk).
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Financing may be designated a “leveraged transaction” on modification,
among other things. This term is far-reaching and needs to be specified.
We assume that an extension of the exposure would qualify, but not
reallocations within an existing exposure, interest-rate fixing, etc.
designation of a
financing

page 3: chap. 3
and fn 8

clarification

“Fallen angels” or borrowers that have exhibited a significant
deterioration in financial performance after loan inception and that have
subsequently become highly leveraged should not be included in the
scope (e.g. forborne loans, troubled debt). Otherwise, numerous loans
not originally classified as leveraged would ultimately have to be treated
as leveraged finance. At the very least, exposures should be excluded if
they are already assigned to a unit which specialises in intensive
administration and which has a separate reporting line. This is necessary
to avoid placing a double regulatory burden on the same exposure.
The definition should focus not only on ownership by private equity
sponsors but also on the use of the borrowed funds. Section 3 (ii) should
be modified to include the following points:
a) company purchase through the acquisition of shares or the purchase
of industrial assets or business units; and/or
b) capital distribution, such as dividend distributions, share buy-backs,
repayment of subordinated debt, etc.; and/or

Ownership by financial
sponsors

page 3, chapt. 3

amendment

c) ownership of the company by a private equity sponsor.

Exposure to a company which is majority-owned by a financial sponsor
should also be linked to a leverage level of 4.0 times. This is because no
special rules are needed for transactions in which a financial sponsor is
involved. Experience of using internal ratings, including back-testing,
shows that risks and defaults are no higher when loans are made to
companies majority-owned by financial sponsors compared to other
sponsors.
threshold amount

page 4, chap. 3

amendment

We consider the threshold of €5 million to be too low – it would be
exceeded by many ordinary corporate loans/clients (German
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Mittelstand). We therefore recommend a threshold of €25 million.
Experience at various banks using internal ratings shows that there is no
significant difference in default behaviour associated with exposures up
to this level. Risks associated with exposures up to this level are
therefore already adequately covered by the ratings.
We would additionally exclude the following entities from the leveraged
lending definition.
a) Sovereigns, sub-sovereigns (municipalities, regional governments),
public-sector entities, etc., including any related entities majority-owned
by such entities; also loans with state-backed or Hermes-backed
guarantees. Increased risk controls in the public-sector area are not
necessary since very little risk is normally associated with such
exposures. On top of that, the key criterion used to determine whether or
not a transaction is leveraged (EBITDA) would cause practical difficulties
since no comparable measure exists for most of these borrowers.

exclude from definition

page 4, chap. 3

amendment

b) Leasing and factoring companies and captive finance companies
since their balance sheet ratios are similar to those at credit institutions
and their business-model related leverage ratio is generally greater than
6.0 times. Debt repayment depends predominantly on the
creditworthiness of their clients and to a lesser extent on the profitability
of the leasing/factoring company itself.
c) Collateralised transactions if the collateral covers all the debt, with the
same or higher amount and tenor, and is of the following nature: cash
collateral, “standby” letter of credit from a financial entity with a rating of
BBB- or higher, investment grade government bond collateral or
transactions in which the entire amount and tenor are secured by third
parties if the internal rating of the guarantor is BBB- or higher.
d) The exemption under point (i) covers loans to credit institutions within
the meaning of the CRR. It should also cover loans to specialised banks
which only engage in lending activities and to other firms in the financial
sector. These would include multilateral development banks,
supranational organisations and banks from third countries without a
supervisory regime equivalent to that in the EU. Loans to insurance
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companies should also be excluded from the scope.
e) Securitisations should be explicitly excluded because the fundamental
structure of securitisations does not lend itself to a sensible application
of the proposed requirements for leveraged transactions. It would either
be unfeasible or would make little sense to calculate EBITDA at the level
of the special purpose entity or look through to the level of individual
loans. An investor in a securitisation (whose portfolio normally consists
of several thousand individual loans) is not, for instance, in a position to
continuously monitor the level of indebtedness of every single borrower.
Furthermore, the CRD and CRR as well as the EBA-guidelines on
shadow banking already set numerous restrictive requirements for
securitisations so there is no need for additional regulation in the form of
this guidance. In accordance with the EBA guidelines on shadow
banking, credit institutions have had to determine their risk appetite and
assess and limit shadow banking exposures at the level of the individual
shadow banks and of the portfolio of shadow banks since 1 January
2017. An additional consideration of securitisation exposures under
these guidelines would entail a double counting under pillar II (e.g.
determination of the risk appetite for shadow banks and leveraged
transactions), which would be inappropriate.
f) Restructuring (e.g. modification or extension) of standard corporate
transactions which would otherwise temporarily become covered by the
leveraged transaction definition owing to a deterioration in the client’s
EBITDA.
g) We would also propose a rating attribute as a further criterion for
normal corporate customers to exclude borrowers with an investmentgrade rating from the definition of leveraged transaction.
h) Transactions covered by Article 4(81) of the CRR (i.e. ECA-covered
transactions) should also be excluded, in our view.
consolidated exposure

page 4, chap. 3,

clarification

The term “consolidated exposure” is used in point (ii). We would
appreciate clarification of whether this means the exposure to a group of
connected clients pursuant to Article 4(1)(39) of the CRR and of when
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the threshold can be applied to exposures to individual clients.

project loans

asset-based loans

trade finance

transactions in general

industry specifics

page 4, chap. 3, Fn
13

page 4, chap. 3

page 4, chap. 3

chap. 5

page 5, chap. 5,
bullet 2

clarification

It should be explained in footnote 13 that this definition of “project loan”
differs from the definition of the specialised lending exposure class under
Article 147 of the CRR and also covers cases which are assigned to
other exposure classes but where the loan is essentially based on the
cash flows of the infrastructure assets.

clarification

We believe the definition of asset-based loans needs further clarification
(e.g. for aircraft and shipping loans, the liquidation of collateral is not the
primary source of repayment but rather an “alternative way out” in the
event that the underlying cash flows are insufficient to retire the debt). An
exemption also for secured commercial lending and leasing exposures
to SMEs and corporates should be considered.

clarification

We also believe the one-year maturity cap on trade finance is overly
restrictive and too narrow. Many trade financings have no tenor but are
short-term by their very nature and should be covered by the exemption.
This applies to loans that are secured by goods such as automobiles
and repaid immediately after the sale of the goods, which normally
happens within a year. Trade financings of this kind should be included
in the exemption if it can be statistically demonstrated that most are
repaid within one year.

clarification

Unlike elsewhere in the guidance, section 5 refers in general terms to
“transactions”, not specifically to “leveraged transactions”. We
nevertheless assume that only leveraged transactions are meant and
that this section is not intended to cover any other types of transaction.

amendment

Some activities and industries are more capital-intensive than others, so
the companies involved carry higher leverage ratios. For this reason, we
do not believe it is sufficient to use the leverage ratio as the sole criterion
for determining whether the financing qualifies as leveraged lending. The
guidance should allow individual banks to develop “risk acceptance
criteria” providing for the exclusion of certain industries with historically
higher debt multiples. Section 5, bullet 2 is ambiguous on this point as it
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focuses on leverage in excess of 6.0 times.
Clarification is needed of whether the leverage level of 6.0 times is to be
considered critical only in regard to underwriting and syndication.
We recommend excluding best effort deals and club deals from the
overall underwriting framework (best effort deal: defined in footnote 17
as a transaction where the arranger is not responsible for any unsold
portions; club deal: defined in footnote 18 as a transaction where an
agreement with the other lenders has been reached before closing).
The definition of the risk appetite for underwriting and syndication should
take account of the fact that funding terms are influenced by short-term
market trends and that banks need a high degree of flexibility when
determining terms and conditions for leveraged transactions. It would
therefore make good sense for banks to closely gear their risk appetite
definition to prevailing market practices in order to avoid restricting their
room to manoeuvre when setting funding terms for leveraged
transactions.
underwriting

page 5-6, chap. 5

amendment

Intensive monitoring of market appetite is only possible to a limited
extent, especially if transactions need to be completed within a tight
timeframe. The guidance should therefore include examples of best
practices to show what types of market soundings might be conceivable
depending on the prevailing funding situation.
The requirements concerning a stress-testing framework should also
include best practices (e.g. for market-wide disruptions to the underwriting and syndication pipeline at both individual exposure and portfolio
level). This will help to avoid differences in interpretation across the SSM
and to provide assistance in identifying the stress factors the ECB
considers relevant.
A clear distinction should be drawn between the definition of “hung
transactions” and existing regulatory definitions. It should be made clear
where the joint supervisory team’s expectations of such transactions go
beyond existing requirements (e.g. ECB NPL guidance, EBA standards
on forbearance and NPLs).
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It should be clearly recognisable in which areas the criteria set out in the
Annex are not covered by the data requirements of AnaCredit.
The requirements to identify liquidity outflows in the context of the
liquidity coverage ratio are already set out in Delegated Regulation
2015/61. In the interests of consistency and to avoid special treatment
compared to other kinds of liquidity outflow, the guidance should refrain
from setting a special requirement to report liquidity outflows from
leveraged transactions.
At some banks, the “highest level of credit committee” would be the Risk
Committee of the Supervisory Board. Referring transactions with a high
leverage level to this committee would not take account of either the
specificities or the volumes involved. It should be sufficient to refer these
cases to a decision-making body one level higher than the norm.
syndication within 90
days

due diligence, critical
review of the business
plan

page 6, chap 5,
bullet 5

page 7, chap 6,
bullet 2

amendment

clarification

“…has not been syndicated within 90 days following the deal closure
date or any other period agreed during the credit approval process.”
The points mentioned in this section are part of the overall loan
appraisal, of which the rating is one element. Some of these points make
good sense in the context of a credit analysis but are not directly
incorporated into the rating. The second bullet point requires a bank
case analysis and also a stress scenario analysis, for example. While
the bank case is incorporated into the rating, an additional stress
scenario makes no sense from a methodological angle. It should be
made clear that section 6(i) is not intended to be understood as a
checklist for points to be included in a rating. Rating requirements should
not depend on changing market standards (e.g. covenant structures)
since this would result in ratings continuously being adjusted. The rating
measures the client’s probability of default; the inclusion of contractual
elements (collateral) would be methodologically unsound (“All these
dimensions should be translated into a single rating that ensures all
appropriate…”, page 8).
Clarification of the joint supervisory team’s expectations regarding “tailend market events and idiosyncratic events directly impacting a
borrower’s credit portfolio…” and the inclusion of best practice examples
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would make it easier for banks to implement this requirement.
The requirement for a “critical review of the business plan and
projections provided by the corporate borrower” should carry a footnote
stating “if available at listed companies”.
due diligence, internal
systems

credit approval and
weak covenant
structure in the internal
rating

page 7, chap. 6,
bullet 4

amendment

For cost/benefit reasons, it is not appropriate to expect banks’ IT
systems to record the required details (high implementation costs). In
particular, it would be unreasonably costly and time-consuming to record
the exclusion of loans from leveraged transactions (negative flagging).
Leveraged lending is typically based on the available cash flows of the
borrower and not on the value of the enterprise. The lending volume is,
in addition, subject to a minimum equity ratio. Credit decisions are taken
on the basis of the entity’s ability to service the debt load and not on
whether the debt could be repaid via a sale of the enterprise. While
valuation is relevant information in the overall decision process
(including but not limited to multiple valuation comparisons with other
public and private transactions), it is generally not a determining
criterion. We recommend excluding this requirement from the guidance
(bullet 3).

page 7, chap. 6,
bullets 3 and 4

amendment

Covenant breaches should only be tracked if they are of a material
nature (bullet 4).
The draft guidelines require the internal rating system to take account of
potentially weak covenant structures. In our experience, however, there
is no statistical evidence to support the idea that this requirement would
serve a useful purpose.
This applies in particular to corporate rating systems, where we have no
statistical evidence of the significance of covenants or the lack thereof
(bullet 4).
It should be mentioned that prerequisites for applying an internal rating
system are regular validation and back-testing processes.

Treatment of open lines

Page 7, chap. 6,

amendment

A high level of disposable liquidity is often a feature that reinforces
creditworthiness and should be reflected in the company's management
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bullet 5

parameters. This is taken into account by external rating agencies. In the
rating methodology of institutions, qualitative criteria are applied to the
liquidity (which is determined in some detail).
A permanent use of the available liquidity is at least limited by covenants
for customers with marginal credit worthiness, even if covenants are not
enforceable in the current environment.
Finally, at least in companies that are accounted for under the HGB, we
rarely have the necessary transparency about externally committed,
open credit lines and even for companies under IFRS accounting that
information is not always available.

impairment test

page 8, chapt 6 (ii)

clarification

Ongoing monitoring should not include a separate impairment test of the
valuation of the borrower and its debt. An impairment test of this kind
should only be required if there are reasonable grounds for concern that
there might be a permanent mismatch which will endanger the agreed
servicing of the debt. In the event of a mismatch, subordinated debt
should not be included in the definition of total debt. Both IAS 39 and the
EBA guidelines on non-performing exposures and forbearance already
sufficiently regulate when an impairment test is required.
We assume that the triggers mentioned are “reflecting points”, on the
basis of which the sustainability of the financing should be examined and
a revised risk assessment should be made. We also assume these
triggers should not automatically initiate an impairment test (SLLP
requirement; mandatory impairment on default). Since these triggers are
already defined in other guidelines and monitored/applied accordingly,
they should be deleted from this section.

stress-testing

page 8, chap. 6 (ii)

secondary market

page 9, chap. 7

The cost and time involved in implementing a stress-testing scenario for
a synthetic portfolio created for the purpose of fulfilling the ECB
guidance would be unreasonable given what these stress tests could
achieve, especially since ongoing monitoring enables deteriorations in
creditworthiness to be identified rapidly.
clarification

German banks already have to meet extensive requirements concerning
data protection, compliance and reputational risk. With this in mind, the
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activities

guidance should specify whether, and if so to what extent, leveraged or
secondary market transactions need special treatment compared to that
given to other exposures (e.g. as regards Chinese walls, the treatment of
confidential information).
No special differentiation for secondary transactions should be required
(only general reporting).
Owing to the often tight timeframes for leveraged transactions, updates
on the market situation frequently take the form of telephone conference
calls. The reporting requirements should take account of this fact and not
oblige banks to keep extensive written records.

reporting

reporting

internal audit report

page 9, chap. 8

page 10, chap 8

page 10, chap. 9

amendment

The guidance should make clear in which areas (e.g. type of investment,
geographical or industrial sector) a higher level of granularity is expected
in the reporting of leveraged transactions compared to existing
requirements (such as COREP). In particular, a differentiation is needed
between leveraged transactions in the narrow sense and normal
corporate finance transactions which have to be classed as leveraged
because of the debt to EBITDA ratio.

deletion

An extensive data set is already available to the ECB as a result of the
data provided for AnaCredit (implementation of which has been both
costly and time-consuming). Data requirements going beyond these
should therefore be avoided.

amendment

An 18-month period is too short for implementation (and the submission
of an implementation report to the joint supervisory team). All the more
so in view of parallel projects concerning data source systems and the
tight deadlines for their implementation (MaRisk, CRR II,
AnaCredit, etc.).
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